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The data of Rapid Survey has added following new data points to the map:
• Information of Workers' Number: The present workers' number collected by the Rapid Survey has
been added beside the previous workers' number collected during MiB census.
• Information on whether the current production in a factory, during the Covid-19 pandemic, is for-profit
or not-for-profit.

Recommendations
1 . Seeing the digital map generated from the data of this rapid survey, the concerned authorities can
identify the routes to be used by the workers of the operational factories, and crosscheck whether
these factories are maintaining factory opening guidelines as directed by BGMEA and hygiene and
safety guideline as published by the Ministry of Health and Family.
2. NGOs, volunteer groups, health care service providers and any other organizations or institutions
can contact factories which are producing face mask and PPE.
3. The map would also allow the law enforcing agencies to restrict movements of the general public
near the factories in one hand, and on the other also allow them to monitor the movements of the
workers such as restrictions or taking necessary initiatives for those who are infected by Covid-19 and
also to restrict the spread of the virus.
4. Furthermore, NGOs and health care facilities could be contacted and coordinated to setup health
desks, hand washing facilities and disinfectant booths near the factories. This way the City Corporation
could also identify which roads they need to disinfect.
5. Factories that are producing face mask and PPE not for profit can be rewarded. Thus, these factories
will receive recognition for their contributions while other factories will get motivation to adopt such
initiative.
6. Incentives and payments need to be ensured for the workers of those factories which will not be able
to continue their operation from June 2020 and minimized the production capacity.
7. Further investigation is required to identify to what extent workers were able to rejoin their
workplaces after reopening of the factories.
8. A number of brands have already been reported for canceling the orders from the factories of
Bangladesh. As this survey reveals that the majority of the operational factories are engaged with the
production of their regular products, an in-depth exploration is needed to identify those brands for
which the factories are still producing. Such exploration is required for the transparency of this sector.

Conclusion
The significance of this rapid survey lies on leveraging the data derived from the largest portion of
factories covered in the Mapped in Bangladesh's digital map to understand and document the delicate
situation of garments factories in Bangladesh during Covid-19 pandemic. With these evidence worthy
feedback from the rapid survey data and from the MiB's data, we hope that the relevant stakeholders
play active roles in formulating short and long-term policies targeting the current Covid-19 crisis and
forthcoming challenges of garments industries in the post-pandemic global world of apparel sector.

https://covid-19.mappedinbangladesh.org/

